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Future simple tense quiz

Exercise 1: Choose positive or negative forms of the future simple tense. If you revise for the exam, you ___ pass it. (will pass, won't pass) Future tense multiple choice exercises and gap-filling + grammar rules. Future tenses pdf printable exercises with answers and grammar rules. For elementary - intermediate learners
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bush,1,become a lake,1,begin to see the light at the end of the tunnel,1,being good to people,1,blow,1,body parts,3,books,1,break,1,break new ground,1,British - American English,1,bu,1,bury the hatchet,1,can,7,can tests,4,can worksheets,2,cardinal and ordinal numbers,2,cardinal and ordinal numbers
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best,1,download,43,download jeopardy,1,download program,1,download quiz,3,draw the line,1,dream,1,eat,1,education,2,elt-els,7,enough and too worksheets,2,every problem has a solution,1,failure,1,family members,2,family tree,1,farm animals,1,fathers,1,fear,2,first conditional,4,first day of the school,2,flowers,1,food
& vegetables,1,football,2,fredoom,1,freedom,1,friendship,6,fruits,1,fruits of labour,1,funny business,1,future,1,future continuous tense,1,future continuous tense tests,1,future forms,5,future forms tests,5,games,14,genious,1,go against the grain,1,go to pot,1,going to for future,4,going to tests,4,grammar games,5,grammar
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dates,2,scholar,1,school life,2,school objects,3,school objects tests,1,school objects worksheets,1,school subjects,2,school subjects worksheets,1,second conditional,3,second conditional tests,2,see,1,seven deadly sins,1,should,3,should test,2,simple past tense worksheets,4,singular - plural nouns,2,singular - plural
nouns tests,2,sit,1,smile,1,so - neither,2,so - neither tests,1,so - such,1,so - such tests,1,some and any,2,some and any tests,1,song,3,sorrow,2,space destroyer,1,sports,3,stick,1,subject pronouns,5,success,1,sunrise,1,superlative adjectives worksheets,1,superlative tests,3,superlatives,8,talking about a
landscape,1,talking about interests,1,talking about people,1,telling the time worksheets,2,tests,159,The ant and the dove,1,the ant and the fly,1,the boy and the apple tree,1,the boy who cried wolf,1,The camel,1,the camel and the jackal,1,The cock and the jewel,1,the donkey and the dog,1,the eyes of love,1,The farmer
and his sons,1,the foolish donkey,1,the foolish wolf's flute,1,the fox and the grapes,2,the fox and the stork,1,the horse who wanted safety,1,the hunter and the dog,1,the jackal and the crow,1,the king and the spider,1,the king cobra and the ants,1,the monkey and the cats,1,the old man and the cat,1,The proud
rose,1,The slave and the lion,1,the strong and the weak,1,the thirsty crow,1,the true person,1,the truthful woodcutter,1,the weather,1,The wind and the Sun,1,the world,1,there is - there are,8,there is - there are tests,4,there is there are worksheets,3,this-these,2,time in English,5,time in English tests,2,to be,9,to be able
to,3,to be able to tests,2,to be in present,4,to be tests,5,too & enough,3,transportation,1,Trouble with Mr. Bean,1,true wealth,1,TV programmes,1,two friends,1,uncountable nouns,1,Unity is strength,1,verbs,3,Verbs + -ing / to tests,1,video,8,video lessons,5,videoworksheet,6,vocabulary activities,3,vocabulary
games,10,Vocabulary posters,8,vocabulary quizzes,2,vocabulary worksheets,6,wait,1,wallpaper,1,was - were worksheets,2,was -were,5,wash,1,wear,1,What does the fox say?,1,What's for dinner?,1,who is the happiest?,2,will,3,will tests,2,wisdom,3,Wonderful tonight,1,word order,1,Word search
puzzle,1,wordsearch,2,working,2,worksheets,55,Worksheets about sports,2,write,1,you,1,zodiac signs,1, English language quizzes When I get home tonight _______________ .  I will watch TV  I'm watching TV  I'm going to watch TV Tomorrow morning _______________ .  I'm going to meet a client  I'm meeting a
client  I will meet a client When we go to Paris _______________ .  I will climb the Eiffel Tower  I'm climbing the Eiffel Tower  I'm going to climb the Eiffel Tower What _____________________ at the weekend?  will you do  are you going to do  are you doing I haven't got any plans for the weekend.  I'll probably stay at
home.  I'm going to stay at home.  I will stay at home. Do you think _______________ ?  you are you going to retire before you're sixty  you will retire before you're sixty  you are retiring before you're sixty If you keep running around on this slippery floor _______________ .  you will fall over  you're going to fall
over  you're falling over Have you seen the weather forecast?  It is hot again.  It'll be be hot again.  It's going to be hot again. 'There's someone's at the door.'  'OK. I'm getting it.'  'OK. I'll get it.'  'OK. I'm going to get it.' 'Bye! Have a safe flight'.  'Thanks. I'll give you a call as soon as I get there.'  'Thanks. Im giving you a
call as soon as I get there.'  'Thanks. I'm going to give you a call as soon as I get there.' By the time I retire _______________ .  I'll have worked here for twenty years  I'll be working here for twenty years  I'm working here for twenty years You can pick up your car on Friday.  We'll fix it then.  We'll be fixing it then.  We'll
have fixed it by then.   The meeting will finish then.  The meeting will have finished by then.  The meeting will be finishing then. Don't ask me for the results tomorrow.  I'll still be doing the research.  I will have done the research.  I will do the research. This time next week _______________ .  I will sit on the beach in
Thailand  I will be sitting on the beach in Thailand  I will have sat on the beach in Thailand We're late. By the time we get there _______________ .  the film will start  the film will have started  the film is going to start Where do you think ___________ in ten years' time?  you are going to live  you are living  you will be
living This is the last question. What score do you think _______________ ?  you are getting  will get  will be getting Use the verbs in brackets in the correct future tenses – will-future, going to-future, Simple Present or Present Progressive. Show example The weather   nice on Sunday. (to be) Answer: The weather will
be nice on Sunday. Future Tenses in English – contrasted You can do this grammar quiz online or print it on paper. It tests what you learned on the Future Simple page. Grammar Quizzes Grammar Games Fill in the blanks with the most appropriate form of the verb. Answers 1. The train leaves at 6 pm. 2. I will phone you
when I have time. 3. I am visiting my grandparents this evening. 4. Look at the sky. It is going to rain. 5. Perhaps we will visit Paris next month. 6. Unless we start now we can’t be there on time. 7.The next term begins on September 15th. 8. Oh dear! I am going to sneeze. 9. I am sure he will win. 10. We will be seeing
you one of these days. Quiz Test your understanding of this English lesson Test your understanding of the English lesson by answering these questions. You will get the answers and your score at the end of the quiz. 9 comments - What do you think?   Posted by admin - November 18, 2010 at 4:00 am Categories:
Future Tense  Tags: future perfect, Future Tense, progressive
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